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C A S E S T U D Y

BACKGROUND In October 2003, the Plano (Texas) Police Department began tracking crime data in real time using

the FirstWatch® Real Time Early Warning System as part of a citywide public-safety project. Pattern surveillance is

conducted in eight categories, including burglary, family violence issues, motor-vehicle accidents and auto theft. 

Plano officials expressed a particular interest in real-time surveillance of MVA patterns, in an effort to keep traffic

moving and reduce the number of accidents; in 2002, there were 5,823 reported traffic accidents. Officers write 280

traffic citations per day. “We see the benefit and need for real-time surveillance,” says Sergeant Brad Neal, who is part

of Plano’s Public Safety Technology Team, “because a major problem in Plano is traffic accidents. If cars start piling

up at an intersection, and there’s a trend in location and time of day, something’s wrong.”

REAL-TIME TRACKING:   Calls to 9-1-1 are entered into the CAD
system by a dispatcher. FirstWatch continously monitors the CAD
data for unusual trends or patterns, watching for both spikes in
specific activity and geographic clustering.  

COMPLAINT TYPES MONITORED: PPD has identified 12 complaint
types for use in tracking crime data: motor vehicle accidents, burglary,
auto theft, narcotics, family violence issues, general crimes, sex
crimes, and “general nuisance,” which includes noise disturbances,
alcohol-related complaints and vandalism. As the system scans the 
9-1-1 database, FirstWatch alerts officials to emerging trends, allow-
ing police to investigate the cause of the trend and take action early.  

ALERT MODES:    The Plano Police Department uses web-based alerts
and pagers to immediately receive emergency information from

FirstWatch in the event of an emergency. After the beta phase, the
Department expects to add phone-based alert modes. 

ADDRESS HISTORY ALERTS:    The system automatically notifies
communications or field personnel when a complaint is received for
an address where there have been numerous serious problems, or
where the call history meets other specified criteria, such as violent
incidents or assaults on emergency responders. This feature can be
used to notify responding officers of previous incidents involving
psychiatric patients, reducing the potential need for deadly force.

ABOUT FIRSTWATCH    FirstWatch is a powerful information-
surveillance and analysis tool that automatically identifies threats to
public safety and public health in real time. It offers a flexible, cus-
tomizable and affordable “smoke detector” for bioterrorism and other

threats, as well as providing everyday utility. After
first being installed commercially in Richmond,
Virginia, in 2002, the system currently protects
more than 17 million people across 16 states. 

FUNDING:    FirstWatch was acquired with funding
from the City of Plano as part of a multimillion-
dollar public safety initiative.

SYSTEM PROFILE Plano’s internationally ac-
credited police department gives the city one of the
lowest crime rates of any Texas city with a popula-
tion over 100,000. PPD covers 72.5 square miles,
employs 327 sworn officers and 144 civilians, and
responds to 150,000 9-1-1 calls annually. Plano is
ranked 19th out of 199 cities in the 10th City Crime
Ratings, published by Morgan Quitno Press.
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Figure 1. Plano’s FirstWatch GraphIt summary showing in-queue, active and
completed Family Violence calls over a 12-hour period using three statistical
methods: Cumulative Summary (CUSUM), Syndrome-to-All Ratio, and Actual Events.
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